OpenText™ Axcelerate™ Cloud

Axcelerate Cloud is fully-inclusive, subscription-based access to Axcelerate’s
powerful analytics and machine learning in an ultra-secure cloud infrastructure
with flexible self-service administration. Finally, you’re in control.

No limits. No compromises.
Consolidate with the best discovery platform.
Security

Reduce your risk. Consolidate data access
for all counsel and service providers in a
secure, virtual private cloud with total administrative control. Axcelerate leverages
Amazon Web Services (AWS) data facilities
with state-of-the-art security, uptime and
business continuity.

Visibility

Know your data. Manage discovery as a
business process using sophisticated
controls and Business Intelligence with
Efficiency Scoring. Evaluate performance
across service providers, legal teams and
case types–and always know exactly where
your projects stand.

Learn more:
recommind.opentext.com
opentext.com/contact

Scalability

Meet your goals. Get started fast with zero
overhead, nothing to install, online training
via Axcelerate University and flexible data
tiers via AWS. Plus, Axcelerate’s proprietary CORE (XML/NoSQL) technology enables thousands of users to search across
billions of records in seconds.

Predictability

Control your costs. Eliminate infrastructure
costs while dramatically lowering hosting
rates. Each Axcelerate Cloud subscription
features unlimited data processing, productions, user seats and advanced analytics—including Axcelerate’s best-in-industry continuous machine learning.

“As part of our assessment of OpenText Axcelerate Cloud, we analyzed
the security parameters and recognized that a distributed cloud-based
implementation, when well architected, is at least as secure as having an
on-premises installation.”
- David Stanton, Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP

The best and most complete discovery platform

Axcelerate’s award-winning visualized and automated user experience empowers legal teams to
achieve new heights of investigation and review efficiency. Industry-leading analytics and continuous
machine learning help attorneys evaluate risk, find the facts that matter and review only what they need.
Named “Best eDiscovery Review Platform” by Legaltech News, no other platform does more to facilitate
intelligent and cost-effective discovery.

Predictable subscription pricing—services optional

Axcelerate Cloud annual subscriptions are based on committed data tiers. Unlimited users, processing,
productions and analytics are included in each tier with burst capacity and flexible scaling as needed.
Constant monitoring and automatic upgrades keep users up to date with the latest advantages, without
any hardware or staffing costs. Self-service your discovery projects from ingestion to production, or
leverage OpenText Professional Services at any time.

Axcelerate Cloud and OnDemand: Choosing the right fit

Legal teams have different needs: with Axcelerate Cloud and OnDemand you can choose the deployment that makes the most sense for you. Pay-as-you-go for individual OnDemand projects hosted in a
multi-tenant cloud with services by Axcelerate. Or subscribe to Axcelerate Cloud for unlimited projects
hosted in a virtual private cloud with optional self-administration from ingestion to production.

Learn more:
recommind.opentext.com
opentext.com/contact
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